FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
to Constant's Protestant origins his grasp of the party system.
" Only a Protestant," says Ruggiero, " can understand political
parties, because a party is a particular way of looking at the
whole, it is an individual conception of common government,
precisely as a religious sect is a special way of worshipping the
common God. In Catholic countries there may be isolated and
emancipated individuals capable of understanding this principle,
but the mass of the population will never be able fully to grasp
it. ... If the function of the party be ignored, the political
unity of the Cabinet and the right of Parliament to demand
its appointment must fall to the ground. Parties are nothing
but religious sects, upon which only a religious experience
can bestow that aspect of universality, that attachment to
the common welfare, which , . . counteracts their original
particularism."1
In an open letter to Chateaubriand, Constant states what
are those fundamentals on which all parties could be agreed.
"You must," he says, "show you want freedom for all by
claiming it on behalf of those from whom you disagree; you
must admit that while certain scoundrels committed dreadful
deeds during some twenty-seven years of our history (1789-
1816) yet men of all parties gave magnificent examples of
disinterestedness and courage, and be prepared not to exclude
from power all those who served either Bonaparte or the
Republic, for those men are virtually the whole of France. We
must neither ignore the past and take it as a parenthesis in our
history, to be forgotten as quickly as possible, nor see in that
period the whole of the history of our country/' In this view of
the Revolution he is typical of the Liberal school.
All minorities invoke justice and justice is freedom. A party
can be judged by the doctrines it professes only when it is the
stronger. It would have been interesting to study Constant's
views when his party came into power, but this was not to be :
he died on the eve of the Liberal victory of July 1830, and to
Guizot was it given to expound in office the principles of the
Liberal school.
1 European Liberalism, p. 164.
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